red zone
Located at the center of the board, surrounding the Bulls-eye,
you find the Red Zone. Here’s where everything changes.
Entering the Red Zone is a stratgic choice, but you rely on luck
to get the card you want.
Entering here means you’re trying to change the rankings for
the pieces in the Challenges.
Changing the conditions may be the move that saves you.
Or the opposite; depending on which category comes up.

These are the 5 Red Zone categories.
3 of each category. A card is flipped and this card is valid
until a player enters the Red Zone; and a new card is turned.
The valid card sets the conditions for the Challenges, or
attacks, for all players.
As any player can enter the Red Zone, at any time and
unlimited number of times, there's a chance your
opponent will change the conditions when you're
definately not interested in changing anything.
Please remember that even as this is important stuff,
it is a game so be nice to one another.

The fact that the conditions for the Challenges change means you have to think ahead and have
multiple strategies for your game. Always have a Plan B for when your best piece becomes weak and
the pieces you hunt suddenly cab hunt you. And never take both eyes off the Challenge Ranking List.
When you enter the Red Zone, your piece is safe there. However, you are bound to exit by your next
move: no matter what happens on the board. So be smart about it.

The Red Zone really is special.
It means you can actually change
the conditions in a strategy game.
And most forward, it makes sure
that you will never have the same
game play. Ever.
Imagine that.
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